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Science 
Continuous Provision  
 

 Science Day to occur once a year with a focus on investigation and explanation.  

 Science Week – children bring in experiments made at home and present to classes. 

 Outdoor Science in Summer terms linked to topics. 

 Science and Enterprise Fair. 

Year 1 
 Autumn Spring Summer 
 

Objectives 
The Human Body, 

Ourselves 

1. Identify, name, 
draw and label the 

basic parts of the 

human body and 
say which part of 

the body is 

associated with 
each sense. 

2. Understand that 

people change as 
they get older but 

often retain 

recognisable 
features. 

3. Recognise the ways 

people change over 
time,use key 

scientific words to 

discuss these. 
4. Observe 

photographs, 

identify changes 
and use these to 

suggest answers to 

questions. 

5. Recognise & use 

the vocabulary: 

compare, describe, 
similar,different, 

baby, adult, 

changes,growing. 

Identify and 

investigate materials 

 
1. Distinguish between 

an object and the 

material from which 
it is made   

2. Identify and name a 

variety of everyday 
materials, including 

wood, plastic, glass, 

metal, water, and 
rock  

Natural and man-

mad materials 

Animals 

1. Identify and name a 

variety of common 
animals including 

fish, amphibians, 

reptiles, birds and 
mammals  

2. Identify and name a 

variety of common 
animals that are 

carnivores, herbivores 

and omnivores  
3. Describe and compare 

the structure of a 

variety of common 
animals (fish, 

amphibians, reptiles, 

birds and mammals, 
including pets) 

4. Animal adaptations to 

changing environment 
- Pond work 

Healthy Living 

1. Understand the 

importance of 
personal hygiene 

2. Prepare healthy 

meals (fruit- 
linked to D/T) 

3. Explore the 

importance and 
effects of 

exercise 

4. Understand the 
importance of 

washing and 

brushing teeth 
5. Using own grown 

veg 

Comparing Materials 

1. Describe the simple 

physical properties 
of a variety of 

everyday materials  

2. Compare and group 
together a variety of 

everyday materials 

based on their 
simple physical 

properties 

3. Recycling materials 
- Pollution in our 

seas 

Plants 

1. Identify and name a 

variety of common 
wild and garden 

plants, including 

deciduous and 
evergreen trees  

2. Identify and 

describe the basic 
structure of a 

variety of common 

flowering plants, 
including trees. 

4. Planting and 

growing - 
Observing changes 

in school 

environment and 
plant hunting 

 
Links to 

our school/ 
Relevance 

to our 
pupils 

Understanding 
ourselves 
Age appropriate 
self awareness 

Understanding of 
daily environment 

School ground field 
work 
Understanding our 
local environment 
 

Healthy Living 
Well-being and 
self-care skills 
Tackling childhood 
obesity 
Growing own fruit 
and vegetables 
Outdoor activity 
 
 

Recyclable materials 
Environmental 
awareness and 
responsibilty 

School ground field 
work 
Understanding our 
local environment 
Changes in natural 
environments 
Preparing for life in 
modern day Britain 
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Year 2 
 Autumn Spring Summer 
 

Objectives 
Use of 

Materials 

Animals 

including 

humans 

Living things 

and habitats 

 Living things 

and habitats 

Plants 

  Identify and 

compare the 
suitability of a 

variety of 

everyday 
materials, 

including wood, 

metal, plastic, 

glass, brick, rock, 

paper and 

cardboard for 
particular uses  

 Find out how the 
shapes of solid 

objects made 

from some 
materials can be 

changed by 

squashing, 
bending, twisting 

and stretching 

 Notice that 

animals, 
including 

humans, have 

offspring which 
grow into adults  

 Find out about 

and describe the 
basic needs of 

animals, 

including 
humans, for 

survival (water, 
food and air) 

 Describe the 

importance for 
humans of 

exercise, eating 

the right amounts 
of different types 

of food, and 

hygiene. 

 Explore and 

compare the 
differences between 

things that are 

living, dead, and 
things that have 

never been alive  

 Identify that most 
living things live in 

habitats to which 

they are suited and 
describe how 

different habitats 
provide for the 

basic needs of 

different kinds of 
animals and plants, 

& their dependency 

 

  Identify and name a 

variety of plants 
and animals in their 

habitats, including 

microhabitats  

 Describe how 

animals obtain their 

food from plants 
and other animals, 

using the idea of a 

simple food chain, 
and identify and 

name different 
sources of food. 

 

 Observe and 

describe how seeds 
and bulbs grow into 

mature plants  

 Find out and 
describe how plants 

need water, light 

and a suitable 
temperature to grow 

and stay healthy. 

 

 
Links to 

our school/ 
Relevance 

to our 
pupils 

Awareness of World 

Recycling materials 

–understanding 

impact packaging 

has on carbon 

footprint 
 

Physical Wellbeing 

Understanding the 

importance of 

healthy eating for 

long term benefits.  

Switch Off Fortnight 
 

Awareness of the 

World 

Looking at impact 

current issues have on 

environment and how 

we can help.  
Community Links 

How to look after the 

habitats within our 
own school and local 

area.  

 Changes in natural 

environment linked to 

coal mines 

Preparing for life in 

modern day Britain –

understanding change 
is constant 

FOREST SCHOOL 

 

Healthy Eating  

Planting and growing 

our own fruit and 

vegetables in 

allotment.  
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Year 3/4 
 Autumn Spring Summer 
 

Objectives 
Rocks 

1. Compare and group 

together different 

kinds of rocks on the 

basis of their 

appearance and simple 

physical properties 

(using a hand lens or 

microscope to help 

them to identify and 

classify rocks 

according to whether 

they have grains or 

crystals, and whether 

they have fossils in 

them)  

2. Research how rocks 

are formed (Research 

how sedimentary, 

igneous and 

metamorphic rocks are 

formed)  

3. Describe in simple 

terms how fossils are 

formed when things 

that have lived are 

trapped within rock 

(Research what type of 

creatures are fossilised 

and make a fossil)  

4. Recognise that soils 

are made from rocks 

and organic matter 

(Examine and test soil 

for permeability)  

5. Research into how 

soil is formed (Testing 

erosion by rubbing 

rocks together)  

 

Forces and 

magnets 
1. Compare how things 

move on different 

surfaces (Friction focus 

force required to pull 

an object across 

different surfaces)   

2. Notice that some 

forces need contact 

between two objects, 

but magnetic forces can 

act at a distance (Test 

object thickness 

magnets can work 

through)   

3. Observe how 

magnets attract some 

materials and not 

others (Test a variety of 

materials to see if they 

are magnetic)   

4. Compare and group 

together a variety of 

everyday materials on 

the basis of whether 

they are attracted to a 

magnet, and identify 

some magnetic 

materials (Variety of 

materials to compare 

and group)  

5. Describe magnets as 

having two poles (Link 

to poles on the Earth 

using a compass)   

6. Predict whether two 

magnets will attract or 

repel each other, 

depending on which 

poles are 

facing (Magnets use in 

everyday life)   

 

States of matter 

1. Compare and group 

materials together, 

according to whether they 

are solids, liquids or 

gases (Vary materials 

provided)  

2. Observe that some 

materials change state 

when they are heated or 

cooled (Melting 

chocolate)   

3. Conduct an experiment 

on the temperature objects 

melt/ evaporate in degrees 

Celsius 

(°C) (Temperature water 

evaporates/ information 

on melting metals)   

4. Identify the part 

played by evaporation and 

condensation in the water 

cycle  (Diagram and 

research on water cycle)   

5. Associate the rate of 

evaporation with 

temperature (Evaporation 

rate of water placed in 

different locations) 

 

Plants 
1. Identify and 

describe the functions 

of different parts of 

flowering plants: roots, 

stem/trunk, leaves and 

flowers (Draw and 

label a flowering 

plant)   

2. Explore the 

requirements of plants 

for life and growth (air, 

light, water, nutrients 

from soil, and room to 

grow) and how they 

vary from plant to 

plant (Build a 

terrarium)    

4. Investigate the way 

in which water is 

transported within 

plants (Experiment 

roots absorbing water- 

food colouring/celery)  
5.  Explore the part 

that flowers play in the 

life cycle of flowering 

plants, including 

pollination, seed 

formation and seed 

dispersal. (Dissect a 

flower to investigate 

reproductive parts)   
6. Compare the effect 

of different factors on 

plant growth (amount 

of light/ water/ 

fertiliser)  
 

Light 
1. Recognise that they 

need light in order to see 

things and that dark is the 

absence of light (Classify 

light sources and 

reflectors)   

2. Notice that light is 

reflected from 

surfaces (Test how light 

travels in a straight line- 

periscope)    

3. Recognise that light 

from the sun can be 

dangerous and that there 

are ways to protect their 

eyes (Make a pinhole 

projector to look at the 

sun)   

4. Recognise that 

shadows are formed when 

the light from a light 

source is blocked by an 

opaque object (Investigate 

different materials and 

degrees of opacity)   

5. Find patterns in the 

way that the size of 

shadows change.   

(Experiment making 

shadows bigger and 

smaller)   

7.  

Animals including 

humans 

1. Identify that animals, 

including humans, need 

the right types and 

amount of 

nutrition, (Research food 

groups and how they keep 

us healthy)   

2. Identify that 

animals cannot make their 

own food; they get 

nutrition from what they 

eat  (Research 

carnivores, herbivores and 

omnivores)   

3. Identify that humans 

and some other animals 

have skeletons for support 

and protection. (Bones in 

the human body- explore 

what would happen if 

humans did not have 

skeletons)   

4. Identify that humans 

and animals have muscles 

that allow them to 

move  (Research how 

muscles work in pairs to 

create movement)   

5. Investigate 

how different parts of the 

body have special 

functions. (Focus on 

respiratory system)   

 

 
Links to 

our school/ 
Relevance 

to our 
pupils 

Wor l d 
awar eness -  
under s t andi ng 
of  how soi l s  
and r ocks ar e 
f or med – how 
wor ms hel p t o 
br eakdown 
compost  – eco 
f r i endl y .   
 
 
Wor k i ng 
i ndependent l y ,  
i n pai r s  and 
as par t  of  a 
gr oup when 
conduct i ng 
exper i ment s / so
r t i ng obj ec t s  
Ment al  heal t h,  
communi cat i on,  
l anguage and 
soc i al  sk i l l s  
 

Real  wor l d 
l i nks -   
Awar eness of  
mat er i al s .   
 
Wor k i ng i n 
t eams and 
i ndependent l y  
t o conduct  
exper i ment s / s
or t i ng 
obj ec t s  
Communi cat i on 
and soc i al  
sk i l l s  
 
 

Real  wor l d 
l i nks  
Li f e sk i l l s  – 
awar eness of  
boi l i ng/ mel t i ng 
poi nt s .  
 
Wor k i ng 
i ndependent l y ,  
i n pai r s  and as 
par t  of  a gr oup 
when conduct i ng 
exper i ment s  
Ment al  heal t h,  
communi cat i on,  
l anguage and 
soc i al  sk i l l s  

Real  wor l d 
l i nks  
Li f e sk i l l s  – 
awar eness of  
gr owi ng 
pl ant s .  
 
Heal t hy  Eat i ng  
Pl ant i ng and 
gr owi ng our  
own f r ui t  and 
veget abl es  i n 
al l ot ment .  
 
Wor k i ng 
i ndependent l y ,  
i n pai r s  and 
as par t  of  a 
gr oup when 
conduct i ng 
exper i ment s  
Ment al  heal t h,  
communi cat i on,  
l anguage and 
soc i al  sk i l l s  
 

Real  wor l d 
l i nks - l i ght  i n 
cont ext  
Moder n Br i t ai n 
 
Wor k i ng 
i ndependent l y ,  
i n pai r s  and as 
par t  of  a gr oup 
when conduct i ng 
exper i ment s  
Ment al  heal t h,  
communi cat i on,  
l anguage and 
soc i al  sk i l l s  
 

Phys i cal  
Wel l bei ng 
Under s t andi ng 
t he i mpor t ance 
of  heal t hy  
eat i ng f or  l ong 
t er m benef i t s .   
 
Awar eness of  
t he Wor l d 
Look i ng at  
i mpact  cur r ent  
i ssues have on 
env i r onment  and 
how we can 
hel p.   
Communi t y  Li nks  
How t o l ook 
af t er  t he 
habi t at s  wi t hi n 
our  own school  
and l ocal  ar ea.   
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Year 4/5 
 Autumn Spring Summer 
 

Objectives 
Animals 

(including 

humans)  
 

Forces 
 

Properties of 

changing 

materials 

Electricity  Sound Living things 

and their 

habitats 

 Describe simple 

functions of the 
basic parts of  the 

digestive system in 

humans (Peer teach 
then explore 

individual questions 

children have) 
Identify types of 

teeth in humans and 

their functions 
Comparison of the 

teeth of herbivores 

and carnivores 
Construct and 

interpret a variety of 

food changes 
identifying 

producers, predators 

and prey (Vary 
living things 

involved) 

Recognise that 
living things can be 

grouped in a variety 

of ways (Focus on 
animals) 

Explore and use 

classification keys to 
help group, identify 

and name a variety 

of living things in 
their local and wider 

environment (Focus 

on plants) 

 

Explain that 

unsupported objects 
fall towards the 

Earth because of the 

force of gravity 
acting between the 

Earth and the falling 

object (Gravity 
experiment) 

Identify the effects 

of air resistance (Air 
resistance in the 

nature eg/ seeds, 

leaves falling, flying 
animals) 

Water resistance 

(Boat design) 
Friction (Pulling an 

object on different 

surfaces) 
Levers (Test on 

mass of objects/ 

distance from 
fulcrum) 

Pulleys (To raise an 

object vertically)  
Gears  (Gears to 

change the direction 

of movement) 

Compare and group 

together everyday 
materials on the basis 

of their properties, 

including their 
hardness, solubility, 

transparency, 

conductivity (electrical 
and thermal), and 

response to magnets 

(Focus on varying 
materials/ properties 

decided by children) 

Know that some 
materials will dissolve 

in liquid to form a 

solution, and describe 
how to recover a 

substance from a 

solution (Test 
materials dissolving to 

form a solution)  

Use knowledge of 
solids, liquids and 

gases to decide how 

mixtures might be 
separated, including 

through filtering, 

sieving and 
evaporating (Test a 

variety of materials/ 

separating techniques 
decided by children) 

Give reasons, based on 

evidence from 
comparative and fair 

tests, for the particular 

uses of everyday 
materials, including 

metals, wood and 

plastic (Testing 
materials for 

flexibility/ hardness)  

Identify common 

appliances that run 
on electricity (Link 

to power plants and 

sources of 
electricity) 

Construct a simple 

series electrical 
circuit, identifying 

and naming its basic 

parts, including 
cells, wires, bulbs, 

switches and 

buzzers (Peer teach) 
Identify whether or 

not a motor turn on 

in a simple series 
circuit, based on 

whether or not the 

lamp is part of a 
complete loop with 

a battery  

Recognise that a 
switch opens and 

closes a circuit and 

associate this with 
whether or not a 

lamp turns on in a 

simple series circuit  
Recognise some 

common conductors 

and insulators, and 
associate metals 

with being good 

conductors Vary 
choice of materials 

Open experiment 

with hypothesis 

Identify how sounds 

are made, associating 
some of them with 

something vibrating  

Recognise that 
vibrations from sounds 

travel through a 

medium to the ear 
(Experiment on 

travelling through 

water) 
Find patterns between 

the pitch of a sound 

and features of the 
object that produced it 

(Using elastic bands 

instruments) 
Find patterns between 

the volume of a sound 

and the strength of the 
vibrations that 

produced it (Beating a 

drum) 
Recognise that sounds 

get fainter as the 

distance from the 
sound source increases 

(Making ear muffs) 

Design an instrument 
to create a certain 

volume 

Raising/ answering 
questions based on 

individual 

observations of animas 
and what they have 

found out about other 

animals they have 
researched 

 

Recognise that 

environments can 
change and that this 

can sometimes pose 

dangers to living 
things. (Negative/ 

positive ideas 

generated by children 
then focus closely on 1 

negative and 1 

positive) Negative: 
population and 

development,) 

Describe the life 
process of 

reproduction in some 

plants and animals. 
(Vary animals looked 

at) 

Describe the 
differences in the life 

cycles of a mammal, 

an amphibian, an 
insect and a bird (Vary 

animals looked at) 

Describe the changes 
as humans develop to 

old age 

Research gestation 
periods of animals and 

comparing 

length/mass of baby as 
it grows to humans 

(Vary animals 

compared) 

 

 
Links to 

our school/ 
Relevance 

to our 
pupils 

Awareness of self 
Understanding 
how their bodies 
work.  
 
Awareness of 
current world 
issues 
Looking at impact 
of current issues 
and their effect on 
animals.  
 

Real world 
contexts-  
Awareness of how 
the world works 
(physics and 
bridges) 
 
Working in teams 
to conduct 
experiments/sortin
g objects 
Communication 
and teamwork 

Real world contexts-  
Awareness of how 
the world works 
(chemistry and 
states of matter) 
 
Working in teams to 
conduct experiments 
Fair testing through 
communication and 
teamwork 

Real world 
contexts-  
Awareness of how 
the world works 
(electricity) 
 
 
Personal safety-  
Dangers and 
correct usage of 
electricity. 
 

Awareness of self 
Understanding how 
their bodies work.  
 
Working 
independently to 
conduct experiments 
Resilience and 
perseverance  

Real world links 
Life skills – 
awareness of how to 
care for organisms 
(plant and animal) 
Awareness of self 
Understanding how 
their bodies work.  
 
Modern day Britain 
Understanding of 
environmental 
change in our local 
environment and the 
wider world. 
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Year 5/6 
 Autumn Spring Summer 
 

Objectives 
Earth and 

Space 
 

Electricity Animals 

including 

humans 

Light  Evolution and 

inheritance 

 1. Describe the 

movement of the 

Earth, and other 

planets, relative to 

the Sun in the solar 

system  

2. Describe the 

movement of the 

Moon relative to 

the Earth  

3. Describe the Sun, 

Earth and Moon as 

approximately 

spherical bodies  

4. Use the idea of the 

Earth’s rotation to 

explain day and 

night and the 

apparent movement 

of the sun across 

the sky  

5. Working 

scientifically: 

Research into & 

draw simple graphs, 

identify patterns  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1. Assess knowledge 

by building simple 

circuits  

2. Individual 

hypothesis and 

experiment on 

associating with 

the number and 

voltage of cells 

used in the 

circuit  

3. Compare and give 

reasons for 

variations in how 

components 

function, and the 

on/off position 

of switches  

4. Use recognised 

symbols when 

representing a 

simple circuit in a 

diagram.  

5. Open design 

option:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1. Identify and name 

the main parts of 

the human 

circulatory system, 

and describe the 

functions of the 

heart, blood vessels 

and blood  

2. Recognise the 

impact of diet and 

exercise on lifes.  

3. Recognise the 

impact of drugs and 

lifestyle on the way 

their bodies 

function  

4. Describe the ways in 

which nutrients and 

water are 

transported within 

animals, including 

humans.  
Independently choose and 

create a case study by 

working scientifically to 

explore the work of 

scientists and scientific 

research on the 

relationship between diet, 

exercise, drugs, lifestyle 

and health 

1. Recognise that 

light appears to 

travel in straight 

lines  

2. Use the idea that 

light travels in 

straight lines to 

explain that 

objects are seen 

because they give 

out or reflect 

light into the eye 

3. Explain that we 

see things 

because light 

travels from light 

sources to our 

eyes or from 

light sources to 

objects and then 

to our eyes  

4. Use the idea that 

light travels in 

straight lines to 

explain why 

shadows have the 

same shape as 

the objects that 

cast them. 

(Investigate 

shadow shapes- 

hand puppets) 

5. Investigate: 

coloured filters 

6. Why images 

change in bent 

concave and 

convex mirrors   

 1. Recognise that living 

things have changed 

over time and that 

fossils provide 

information about 

living things that 

inhabited the Earth 

millions of years ago  

2. Recognise that living 

things produce 

offspring of the same 

kind, but offspring 

vary and are not 

identical to their 

parents  

3. Identify how are 

adapted to suit  

environment in 

different ways and 

that adaptation may 

lead to evolution. 

Analyse advantages 

and disadvantages of 

specific adaptions 

4. Identify that 

characteristics are 

passed from parent. 

to offspring 

5.  Combine animal 

characteristics to 

create an animal for a 

purpose 

6. Compare how some 

living things are 

adapted to survive in 

extreme conditions 
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Links to 

our school/ 
Relevance 

to our 
pupils 

World awareness 
Diversity, multi-
cultural links 
 
 
Working 
independently, in 
pairs and as part 
of a group when 
conducting 
experiments 
Mental health, 
communication, 
language and 
social skills 
 

Real world links- 
making 
contextualise 
circuit building 
Modern Britain 
 
Working in team to 
build circuits 
Communication 
and social skills 
 
 

Relationship 
between diet, drugs, 
exercise, lifestyle 
and health  
Mental health, social 
skills, 
communication and 
language, resilience, 
well, being, healthy 
eating linked to 
obesity, modern day 
Britain, Well being 

Real world links-
light in context 
Modern Britain 
 
Working 
independently, in 
pairs and as part 
of a group when 
conducting 
experiments 
Mental health, 
communication, 
language and 
social skills 
 
 

 Reproduction 
Sex and 
relationships 
 
 

 


